Rah, Lord of the Sun
(Greater Eryptian Deity, also called Ra, or Re.)
Some followers of Rah believe (incorrectly) that when Horus ascended to the throne, he only absorbed part of Rah’s
essence, instead of absorbing all of it. So strong is the faith of these followers, that Horus (now known as Re-Horakhty) has lost a
few minor portfolio elements, which have been picked up by the Flannish sun deity, Pelor. All peoples (and even a major artifact!)
who continue to revere the deity Rah are now worshipping an aspect of Pelor. Pelor appears to these worshippers as Rah, and is
the source of their spells and powers. Pelor and Re-Horakhty have an understanding, and neither wants to antagonize the other.
Therefore, Pelor is allowed to serve these worshippers in the role of Rah, and the doctrinal differences between the sects of Rah
and Re-Horakhty are merely academic; in the wider scope of things, most Eryptian peoples see the two sects as both being aspects
of Re-Horakhty. In fact, few mortals (Eryptian or not) have any reason to suspect otherwise. The two sects are allied, and often
work together, with more than a little friendly rivalry between them.

Rah (Ra, Re)
Father of the Light
Greater Deity
Symbol: Hawk’s head
Home Plane: Elysium
Alignment: Neutral good
Portfolio: Sun, light, strength, healing
Worshipers: Bards, rangers, druids, paladins, healers, commoners
Cleric Alignments: GG, LG, NG
Domains: Good, Healing, Strength, Sun
Favored Weapon: Khopesh
Rah is depicted as a Hawk-headed man of great strength and physical prowess. Rah is the creator of many good things, a
supporter of those in need, and an adversary of all that is evil. He is the most commonly worshiped deity among Eryptians, and
his priests are well received wherever they go.

Dogma
Rah brings his wrath to bear on darkness and evil, and he invigorates and heals those who champion the cause of good. Rah
teaches that the energy of life originates from the sun. This light brings strength to the weak and health to the injured, while
destroying darkness and evil. This light ensures healthy crops and a bountiful harvest. He urges his followers to challenge the
forces of corruption aggressively, if they are able.

Clergy and Temples
Rah’s clerics are elite protectors, trusted advisors, and renowned mediators. Although they will help anyone in need, they largely
serve nobles and kings. Like most Pharaonic clergy, they wear white robes, but they also adorn themselves with golden crowns,
bracers, and other symbols of their high office. Rah’s male clerics—the far majority—shave their heads. They are usually friendly,
good people, who are always willing to help the poor, heal the sick, and defend the weak. Helping and healing are usually
performed by lower level clergy, while higher ranking clergy assume the roles of defender, advisor, or mediator. None of them,
no matter their rank, suffer liars, thieves, or disingenuous people to remain unchallenged in their presence. Rah’s temples are
often located next to those of Imhotep, whom Rah admires.

